Probing residual vestibular function with galvanic stimulation in vestibular loss patients.
Galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) was used to probe the residual vestibular function in unilateral vestibular loss. 39 control subjects, 60 patients areflexic to caloric tests, 21 patients with pre-operative acoustic neurinoma, and 26 patients with surgical deafferentation were tested with 4mA trapezoidal GVS. Horizontal slow phase velocity and vertical slow phase velocity components of the slow phase of induced nystagmus were recorded with videonystagmography. All patients had lower horizontal slow phase velocity compared with intact subject. In caloric areflexic patients, the intact ear responded similarly to controls. The lesioned ear was less excitable but could be inhibited as in controls. In patients with acoustic neurinoma, the intact ear was normally excitable but less sensitive to inhibition. The lesioned ear, although not excitable, could be inhibited. In patients with surgical deafferentation, the intact ear could be barely excited and not inhibited. The lesioned ear could not be excited but slightly inhibited. These results fit well with previous data in animal models after unilateral vestibular loss. Unilateral vestibular patients exhibit a progressive deterioration of the horizontal canal function, corresponding to 4 different patterns of GVS response. This study confirms that GVS is useful to probe evolution of the residual vestibular function in patients.